RECOMMENDATIONS

WE HAVE MASKS AND AT HOME TESTS AVAILABLE AT NO COST

MASKS

- Masks are available and help protect from spreading covid.
- If you have Covid-like symptoms and are coming to the clinic, you must wear a mask.
- Please consider wearing a mask if you have:
  - allergy type symptoms
  - congestion
  - coughing
  - sneezing

TESTING

- If you feel like you have allergy type symptoms or are feeling sick take an at home test.
- Masks and tests are available at the SMHWC and through Occupational Health Dept. at no cost.
- If you have tested positive for COVID at home and plan to be seen in the clinic, please inform staff when making the appointment and wear a mask upon entering the clinic.

Remember to wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds to help prevent the spread of germs.

ATTENTION

STOCKBRIDGE-MUNSEE EMPLOYEES

Communicable Disease Policy Updated

If an employee tests positive for covid, the employee needs to inform Occupational Health and their supervisor. There is no need for a confirmation test from the clinic, a positive at-home covid test means the person has covid.